Abstract. In view of the fact that the existing decision tree models have not considered the decision makers' preference behaviors during the classification process, these models cannot predict the problems with obvious preference very well. Driven by demand, this paper puts forward a new decision tree algorithm-a preference cost sensitive decision tree (PCSDT). This algorithm introduces the preference degree and preference cost to decision tree. Then, we utilize the effective preference to construct a new attribute selection factor (ASF) and the class label distribution rule for a node. Finally, a preference sensitive decision tree with best preference degree is generated by adaptively adjusting the preference degree. Experiments have proved that the proposed method can guarantee better overall accuracy and performances than other traditional algorithms.
Introduction
The decision tree classification algorithm has been applied in the data mining area widely, due to its low complexity, rapid classification and strong scalability [1] . ID3 [2] , C4.5 [3] and CART [4] are the representatives of classical decision tree models. Based on these models, researchers have launched many constructive works around the attribute selection criteria [5] [6] [7] and pruning optimization algorithm [8] [9] [10] , etc. However, the decision tree technology is facing some problems, such as how to reduce the cost of decision making [11] [12] [13] [14] . Since cost-sensitive decision tree model was put forward by Charles Elkan in 2001 [15] , it has become a hot spot in the study of decision tree. However, an important cost type named preference cost doesn't draw researchers' attraction. If the preference cost isn't taken into account during the process of decision making, it is infeasible to make a right decision in the preference-sensitive environment. In this paper, a new cost sensitive type called preference cost sensitive, is proposed. We propose the concept of preference degree and preference cost matrix, design a new attribute selection factor and the class label allocation criteria of a leaf node, and construct a preference cost sensitive decision tree model (PCSDT). Finally, the experimental results demonstrate that the new algorithms are feasible and effective.
Preference Cost Sensitive Decision Tree Model

Obtaining the Best Preference Degree
Because the preference degree influences the classification accuracy of the model, the ( ) i pref l value can't be arbitrarily fixed. Assuming that the training dataset T has m different classes labeled as 1 2 , ,..., m l l l , we set i l as the preference class, and then the algorithm will adjust ( ) i pref l to the best preference degree automatically. In order to weigh the accuracy of preference class and the overall classification accuracy effectively, we design the algorithm to adjust the ( ) i pref l adaptively. Take RC as the accuracy of preference class, it can be described as: 

(1) Assuming P delegates the overall accuracy of decision tree, F delegates the harmonic mean of RC and P , then we can use F to reflect the overall index of the decision tree comprehensively, which can be described as: 
PCSDT Algorithm Based on Best Preference Degree
According to the best preference degree, we can obtain a best PCSDT. The algorithm is as shown in Table 1 . to build a temporary PCSDT; 3.2 Get the RC , P and F according to the formula (5) and (6) 3.3 :
Build Model Instance best pref l s to build a preference cost sensitive decision tree; 5. Return the best PCSDT The algorithm in Table 1 is used to form a preference cost sensitive decision tree.
Step 1 and Step 2 initialize all parameters and step lengths.
Step 3 is used to obtain the best value of these parameters.
Step 3.1 is a function call. It can construct a temporary preference cost sensitive decision tree for the purpose of obtaining the best value of the parameters. The algorithm is as shown in Table 2 . The algorithm in Table 2 is used to construct a temporary PCSDT. Steps 1 to 4 are the process of initialing a decision tree.
Step 5 is used to select the best split attribute.
Step 6 calls the function recursively for the purpose of forming a subtree of the decision tree.
Experiments and Analysis
In this section, we set up experiments to validate the rationality of our proposed methodology-preference cost-sensitive classification in various scenarios. All experimental datasets were selected from UCI machine learning repository. The details were shown in the following Table 3 . All experiments adopted the method of "10-fold cross-validation" and we took their average as the final result. 
Impact of Preference Degree and Preference Cost on PSCDT
Take Iris as an example, the detail information about the dataset is shown in Tab.3. Iris has three classes: setosa, versicolor, virginica. Set virginica as the preference class. First, we study the impact of preference degree on decision tree without considering preference cost and set the following preference cost matrix:
The experiment results are shown in Fig. 1 . As what we can see from Fig. 1 : With the increase of the preference degree, the accuracy of preference class (RC) increases gradually and comes to the maximum of 100%. While the overall accuracy of the decision tree (P) decreases gradually, reaching a minimum of 0.77. When the preference degree takes 30, it reaches the peak, and then begins to decrease. So, 30 is the best preference degree at this time.
It denotes that we can get the best decision tree by adjusting the preference degree. Next, we study the impact of preference degree on decision tree when taking preference cost into consider and set the preference cost matrix as below:
The experiment results are shown in Fig. 2 . It shows that after joining the preference cost, the movements of RC and P have no change, but F changes. 1 F denotes the F without preference cost, and 2 F denotes the F with preference cost. The comparison of 1 F and 2 F is shown in Fig. 3 . We can see from Fig. 3 : The fluctuation range of F2 is slowly and steady, which shows that the join of preference cost makes the whole situation smoother. The best preference cost before joining the preference cost is 30, but it becomes 20 after joining the preference cost. It indicates that preference cost can avoid excessive preference and make the decision tree reach the optimal in advance.
We only report the results on Iris because of the page limit, but the results on other datasets are similar to it. In summary, we can conclude that the additions of preference degree and preference cost are reasonable and necessary, and that the best preference degree exists and can be found by our method.
Comparison of PCSDT Tree with C4.5 Tree
The C4.5 algorithm is recognized as the baseline algorithm of decision tree. We compare the PCSDT generated from Part 3.1 with the C4.5 decision tree built on Iris. The comparison results are shown in Table 4 . Table 4 shows that the accuracies of the preference class and F have been improved higher in the PCSDT algorithm, while the overall accuracy is the same. Fig. 4 is an intuitive expression of the experiment. Comparing Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b) , it's obvious that the node "Versicolor" in Fig.4(b) is further broken down. This indicates the reason why the accuracy of the PCSDT tree is higher than the C4.5 tree.
(a) The PCSDT tree (b) The C4.5 tree Figure 4 . PCSDT Tree VS. C4.5 Tree.
Conclusions
Our work reveals a new insight for cost-sensitive classification in machine learning and data mining. We propose a preference cost sensitive decision tree model. First, the article analyzes the preference cost sensitive issues, defines preference degree and preference cost and gives the concept of preference cost sensitive learning (PSL). Then, it describes a method to determine the best preference degree by self-adaption designs an attribute selection factor based on effective preference and constructs a preference cost sensitive decision tree model (PCSDT). The significant improvements have been observed in our extensive experimental study. Experiments show that PCSDT can not only achieve a high accuracy prediction for the preference class but also ensure a good overall accuracy.
